Description
of Final System
Approach
The TIPSTER project in the Information Retrieval Laboratory of the Computer Science Department, University of Massachusetts, Amherst (which includes MCC as a subcontractor), has focused on the following goals:
• Improving the effectiveness of information retrieval techniques for large, full-text databases,
• Improving the effectiveness of routing techniques appropriate for long-term information needs, and
• Demonstrating the effectiveness of these retrieval and routing techniques for Japanese full text databases [5] .
Our general approach to achieving these goals has been to use improved representations of text and information needs in the framework of a new model of retrieval. This model uses Bayesian networks to describe how text and queries should be used to identify relevant documents [7, 4, 8] . Retrieval (and routing) is viewed as a probabilistic inference process which compares text representations based on different forms of linguistic and statistical evidence to representations of information needs based on similar evidence from natural language queries and user interaction. Learning techniques are used to modify the initial queries both for short-term and longterm information needs (relevance feedback and routing, respectively).
This approach (generally known as the inference net model and implemented in the INQUERY system [1] ) emphasizes retrieval based on combination of evidence. Different text representations (such as words, phrases, paragraphs, or manually assigned keywords) and different versions of the query (such as natural language and Boolean) can be combined in a consistent probabilistic framework. This type of "data fusion" has been known to be effective in the information retrieval context for a number of years, and was one of the primary motivations for developing the inference net approach.
Another feature of the inference net approach is the ability to capture complex structure in the network representing the information need (i.e. the query). A practical consequence of this is that complex Boolean queries can be evaluated as easily as natural language queries and produce ranked output. It is also possible to represent "rule-based" or "concept-based" queries in the same probabilistic framework. This has led to us concentrating on automatic analysis of queries and techniques for enhancing queries rather than on in-depth analysis of the documents in the database. In general, it is more effective (as well as efficient) to analyze short query texts than millions of document texts. The results of the query analysis are represented in the INQUERY query language which contains a number of operators, such as #SUM, #AND, #OR, #NOT, #PHRASE, and #SYN. These operators implement.different methods of combining evidence.
Some of the specific research issues we are addressing are morphological analysis in English and Japanese, word sense disambiguation in English, the use of phrases and other syntactic structure in English and Japanese, the use of feature recognizers (for example, company, country and people name recognizers) in representing documents and queries, analyzing natural language queries to build structured representations of information needs, learning techniques appropriate for routing and structured queries, techniques for acquiring domain knowledge by corpus analysis, and probability estimation techniques for indexing.
The TIPSTER and TREC evaluations have made it clear that a lot remains to be learned about retrieval and routing in large, full-text databases based on complex information needs. On the other hand, we have made considerable progress in developing effective techniques for this environment, and the evaluations have shown that good levels of performance can be achieved.
Processing Flow
The main processes in INQUERY are document indexing, query processing, query evaluation and relevance feedback. We will give a brief description of these processes.
In the document indexing process, documents are parsed and index terms representing the content of documents are identified. INQUERY supports a variety of indexing techniques including simple word-based indexing, indexing based on part-of-speech tagging and phrase identification, and indexing by domain-dependent features such as company names, dates, locations, etc. The last type of indexing is a first step towards integrating detection and extraction systems.
In more detail, the document structure is used to identify which parts will be used for indexing. The first step of this process is to scan for word tokens. Most types of words (including numbers) are indexed, although a stopword list is used to remove very common words. Stopwords can be indexed, however, if they are capitalized (but not at the start of sentences) or joined with other words (e.g. "the The-1 system"). Words are then stemmed to conflate variants. We have developed a new stemming algorithm that has a number of advantages for operational systems. A number of feature recognizers written with the UNIX utility flex are then used to identify objects such as company names and mark their presence in the document using "meta" index terms. A company name such as IBM in the text, for example, will result in a meta-term ~COMPANY being recorded at that position in the text. The use of these meta-terms extends the range of queries that can be specified. This completes the usual processing for document text.
The document indexing process also involves building the compressed inverted files that are necessary for efficient performance with very large databases. Since positional information is stored, overhead rates are typically about 40% of the original database size.
Query processing involves a series of steps to identify the important concepts and structure describing a user's information need. INQUERY is unique in that it can represent and use complex structured descriptions in a probabilistic framework. Many of the steps in query processing are the same as those done in document indexing. In addition, a part-of-speech tagger is to used to identify candidate search phrases. Domain-dependent features are recognized and meta-terms inserted into the query representation. The relative importance of query concepts is also estimated, and relationships between concepts are suggested based on simple grammar rules. An evaluation of some of the query processing techniques is presented in [2] .
INQUERY is also capable of expanding the query using relationships between concepts found by either using manually specified domain knowledge in the form of a simple thesaurus or by corpus analysis. The WORDFINDER system is a version of INQUERY that retrieves concepts that are related to the query. WORDFINDER is constructed by identifying noun groups in the text and representing them by the words that are closely associated with them (i.e. occur in the same text windows). Concept "documents" are then stored in INQUERY. This technique has shown considerable promise in retrieval experiments.-
The query evaluation process uses the inverted files and the query represented as an inference net to produce a document ranking. The evaluation involves probabilistic inference based on the operators defined in the IN-QUERY language. These operators define new concepts and how to calculate the belief in those concepts using linguistic and statistical evidence. We are constantly experimenting with and refining these operators (for example, the operator defining a phrase-based concept) in order to improve retrieval performance. The efficiency of retrieval is comparable to commercial information retrieval systems.
The relevance feedback process uses information from user evaluations of retrieved documents to modify the original query in ad-hoc retrieval or routing environments. The INQUERY system, because it can represent structured queries, supports a wide range of learning techniques for query modification [6] . In general, new words and phrases are identified in the sample of relevant documents. These are added to the original query and all the terms in the query are then reweighted. With the amount of relevance information available in TIP-STER, relatively simple automatic techniques appear to produce good levels of effectiveness. We are also investigating the effect of using more limited information and more complex learning techniques, such as neural networks.
The Japanese version of INQUERY only differs from the English version in the low-level language processing and some aspects of the interface. We have carried out experiments using both character and word-based representations of documents in combination with wordbased processing of queries that are represented using the INQUERY language. These experiments have shown that character-based representations, which are efficient to produce, are surprisingly effective.
Description of Key Subsystems
As described above, INQUERY has five key subsystems: Document will describe marketing strategies carried out by U.S. companies for their agricultural chemicals, report predictions for market share of such chemicals, or report market statistics for the chemicals. pesticide, herbicide, fungicide, insecticide, fertilizer, predicted sales, market share, stimulate demand, price cut, volume of sales • document indexing,
• WORDFINDER,
• query processing,
• query evaluation,
• relevance feedback, and routing.
Each subsystem is described in more detail below. INQUERY has a set of default text processing modules. We will discuss the default module behavior, but these modules can be easily replaced if some behavior other than the default is desired.
The minimal document layout analysis must identify the beginnings and end of documents, and the beginning and end of each text segment. Text is distinguished from formatting information, cataloguing information or any information to be excluded for retrieval purposes. Optionmarket strateg carr #usa compan #company agricultur chemic report predict market share chemic report market statist market agrochem #usa pesticid herbicid fungicid insecticid fertil predict sale stimul demand price cut volum sale ally, title, document identification code and other special fields may be identified, and a document layout format may be enforced. The default parser relies on a subset of Standardized General Mark-up Language (SGML), but any layout analysis module may be substituted in order to recognize whatever document style is required. The only requirements are that the layout analysis module indicate to the indexing system when to begin and end indexing for that document, and which section(s) to treat as text to be indexed.
The function of a lezical analysis module is to identify and record word boundaries, recognize stopwords and stem the words as desired, and generate transactions so the words will be indexed for retrieval. In theory, every word in the document collection will be indexed. In practice, it is helpful to identify very common words, such as operators or closed-class words, which do not carry any meaningful information for retrieval purposes (although they may offer significant information for text or content extraction). These stopwords are not indexed, although they are retained in the text so that subsequent textual analysis (syntactic analysis, feature recognition) may make use of them. Stemming is performed to conflare words that have the same root form or stem, in spite of different endings (Figures 1 and 2 ). The current version of INQUERY uses the Porter stemmer.
A new stemmer, which is more sensitive to the true morphological word stems, has been developed ( Figure 3 ). The KSTEM stemmer has certain advantages over the Porter stemmer. The Porter stemmer produces strings that are not necessarily English words. Because the stemmed representation is sometimes unintelligible, it is difficult to get feedback from a human user by presenting a processed query for modification. In addition, the Porter stemmer sometimes conflates words that are related by only spelling. Thus the phrases "a conflict over foreign policy" and "a conflict between foreigners and the police" would produce the same query network with the Porter stemmer.
The KSTEM stemmer always uses English words as its 
WORDFINDER:
WORDFINDER is a process, analagous to document indexing, in which simple noun groups are indexed by the words that occur near them in the document text. The result of this indexing process is a database in which one or more words can be used to retrieve simple noun groups. This database can be used for query expansion, as a method of adding concepts that are related to a set of query terms.
WORDFINDER is based on the assumption that concepts that have a similar lexical context may be related semantically. For example, the words "connectionism" and "neural networks" occur in similar lexical contexts, but rarely in the same documents. The semantic relationship captured is not necessarily synonymy, because WORDFINDER also might relate "connectionism" and "back propagation", which co-occur but have different meanings.
The major steps in constructing a WORDFINDER database are: It is the result of the complex process of query evaluation combining term weights, document and collection frequencies and query network structure. Within in the same query expansion set, however, the relative magnitude of belief values is significant, Further research will determine if a weighting scheme for expansion terms can be developed based on the belief values.
There is an advantage to using WORDFINDER for automatic query expansion. Since the query expansion concepts are derived from the text of the collection itself, WORDFINDER automatically creates collectionspecific concept links. Further research will compare the value of generic WORDFINDER databases to collectionspecific ones.
WORDFINDER is sensitive to several parameters, including the size of the window, decisions about what words to include in the window, and whether low and/or high frequency noun groups are removed from the database. Experiments have shown that getting these parameters right is important to the effectiveness of the concepts returned. The current implementation of WORDFINDER shows promise on the TIPSTER data, but further work is necessary to build a WORDFINDER that would be effective on a variety of document collections.
Query Processing; Queries can be made to IN-QUERY by using either natural language or a structured query language or a mixture of the two. Natural language queries are interpreted by text processing modules which ensure that the handling of lexical analysis and concept recognition match that of the indexing subsystem. The resulting modified queries are converted to the structured query language by applying the #SUM operator to the terms in the query. Equations 1-6 (below, in the discussion of the Retrieval engine) describe #SUM and the other operators in INQUERY's structured query language. Query operators permit the text-processing system or the user interface to supply structural information with the query, including phrase grouping or proximity requirements. Query text is generally converted to lower case and checked for stopwords and stemmed, if necessary, to produce canonical word forms.
Query text processing must minimally mirror the indexing text processing. But because query texts are much shorter than document collections, it is practical to experiment with more thorough textual analysis at the research and development stage. All text processing is experimental and the sequence of operations is adjusted frequently as more is learned about the effects of this processing. Text processing methods which prove successful with queries can then be integrated into the indexing process. This reduces the need to repeatedly index large document collections in order to make small experimental adjustments.
For this reason, much TIPSTER query processing is performed as preprocessing rather than in the body of the INQUERY program. Preprocessing stages are made up of sed, awk, flex (or lex) scripts and C code. Query text processing that has been integrated into INQUERY is made up of flex feature analyzers.
Currently INQUERY has a small number of internal query text processors. One handles hyphenated words and groups of capitalized words by enclosing them in these proximity operators. Orthographic clues such as hyphenation and capitalization, when reliable, are very good clues to phrasal grouping. Hyphens are generally discarded during indexing so that an expression such as Ivan-Contra or voice-activated become Ivan Contra and voice activated, respectively. In query processing, the symmetrical procedure is to remove the hyphen and to phrase the words as #i ( Ivan Contra ) or #1 ( voice activated ), requiring that the two words be found adjacent in a document for the query operator to be satisfied. Groups of capitahzed words are similarly phrased so that the phrase House of Representatives in a query is transformed to #3( House Representatives ). Another of INQUERY's query text processors removes phrases that discuss the retrieval process rather than the desired material, such as "customer reports that..." or "A relevant document must contain••.". This behavior is domain dependent, so the program's rules should be modified or augmented for different types of use.
What follows is a description of the text preprocessing modules that have been used for TIPSTER queries. The order of their use is not fixed, but it can be significant• For example, it was found useful to phrase a hyphenated compound such as wordl-word~ as #1 ( wordl word2
•..
) and to phrase a group of capitalized words as #3 ( wordl word2 ... ). We have experimented with removing names of countries and some capitalized expressions from medium-sized phrases (e.g., #PHRASE ( wordl capitalized-group word2...) #PHRASE ( wordl word2...) capitalized-group.
Obviously, it makes a difference whether you process hyphenated and capitalized words before or after you generate the larger #PHRASE.
The input and output description for a processor or preprocessor is the same: query text. There are no restrictions. However, text which is tagged with part of speech tags contains more information and more "noise". So, for each query text preprocessor, there are two versions, one which operates on tagged text and one for untagged text.
There are two main kinds of query styles: a natural language query and a keyword or key concept query. For example, the <desc> and <narr> fields of a TIPSTER topic (see Figure 8 ) represent natural language queries of varying levels of abstraction. The <con>, <title> and <fat> fields represent key concepts in the query• The main difference between the two types of processing is that the key concept query has more controlled information. The phrasing and emphasis are already given and do not have to be conjectured from the language structure• It is valuable to discover how to treat both styles of query, because a good user interface will make it easy for a user to input both styles. For example, a user may enter a prose query and then highlight the important words and phrases in the query in some convenient manner. These highlighted words would then be treated as key concepts in the query processing• Natural language query fields are tagged for syntactic category by a part-of-speech (POS) tagger• Currently we use the tagger developed by Ken Church [3] . This tagger is proprietary software and not available with IN-QUERY. We have developed our own POS tagger, which we are beginning to use now. Additionally, we change operator phrases to single words in order to simplify later processing• An example of this simplification is replacing the phrase in order to with the infinitive particle to or replacing with respect to with the word regarding. The goal of this replacement is to remove phrases which resemble noun phrases syntactically but which are really syntactic operators (e.g., phrasal prepositions) with no substantive content.
When the text is tagged and the potentially irrelevant material has been removed, syntactically-based noun group capture is performed. Certain kinds of noun phrase patterns are enfolded in a #PHRASE operator ( 2. A head noun with no premodifiers and followed by a prepositional phrase is enclosed in a #PHRASE operator with the head noun of the prepositional phrase;
All text in the query is searched for constraint expressions. Among these expressions are the words company, hog U. S. or a restriction in the nationality section of the <fac> field to U.S. or other nationality. A restriction to U.S. nationality as the area of interest is implemented by penalizing documents for references to foreign countries. A restriction to other nationalities is implemented by repeating that country as a term. This asymmetry depends on the fact that the document collection is drawn solely from U.S. sources, and therefore the U.S., as the default area of interest, is rarely referred to unless a government body or foreign policy implementation is under discussion (Figure 9 ).
There is some recognition of simple time expressions, such as since 198$ which are expanded to the set of years which might be intended by the phrase in question.
Countries are recognized as such and are handled so that expressions like South Africa are phrased as #1 ( south africa ) even when they appear in the middle of a larger group of capitalized words. In addition, proper names such as country names are moved out of the scope of #PHRASE operators, since it generally increases the effectiveness of a #PHRASE to reduce the number of words in it. Nationality constraints can better be maintained within the scope of the larger and more tolerant #SUM operator. For example the phrase "import ban on South African diamonds" becomes by stages, #PHRASE (import ban on #SYN (#I (south african) #I (south africa)) diamonds) and finally
#SUM (#SYN (#1(south african) #l(south africa)) #PHRASE(import ban on diamonds)).
Key concept query processing is different from prose query processing since the concept separation provided by the user can presumably be trusted. Instead of using a part-of-speech tagger, we rely on comma delimitation of concepts, and #PHRASE the words found between each pair of delimiters ( Figure 9 : Terms from <con> field).
Additionally, if any constraints were found anywhere else in the query, e.g., a mention of the word company or an exclusionary geographical constraint (e.g., not USA or only USA), the query will be modified according to these constraints. For example (Figure 9 ),
and not USA =~ #NOT ( #USA ).
If the word company is found in a query, then a second copy of the key concepts (the <con> field), is produced where each item in the field appears in an unordered window operator with the feature #COMPANY. which had a company name within fifty words of South Africa.
We have experimented with manual modification of processed queries in order to measure the feasibility and effectiveness of simple user adjustments to automatic query processing output. We have explored simple modifications such as adding a term from the Narrative field, deleting a term, and constraining existing teims to appear near each other in a document (Figure 10 ). This has proved to be generally effective in increasing the quality of retrieval results.
Retrieval Engine: Once a query net is formed, the retrieval subsystem can rank documents according to the belief that they are relevant to the query. Relevance Feedback and Routing: The INQUERY system is able to refine queries automatically based upon relevance feedback by a user. The general approach is for the system to select terms from relevant documents, add them to the query, and then reweight all of the query terms [6] . Experiments have been conducted with a variety of algorithms for term selection and weighting.
Early experiments [6] showed that ranking terms by the product of their frequency in relevant documents (rdf) and their inverse document frequency (idf) was best on small and medium-sized collections with relatively small numbers of relevance judgements. The number of terms added was set empirically at 5. Term weights were determined by their frequency in relevant documents (rtf).
The INQUERY system still uses this model for interactive relevance feedback, where the number of relevance judgements per query is generally low (e.g. < 15).
(1)
Our approach to the routing portion of our TIPSTER (2) work was based initially upon our existing relevance feed- (3) back mechanisms. Routing profiles were constructed by a two step process. The first step was to produce auto-(4) matically a query representing each TIPSTER topic, as (5) described in the Query Processing section above. The second step was to modify the query, using relevance feedback. This modified query was then used as a rout- (6) ing profile in the routing experiments.
Node belief scores are calculated as a combination of term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf) weights. The values are normalized to remain between 0 and 1, and are further modified by tf and belief default values which the user may define at program invocation. Calculation of a belief for a given query operator is dependent on the type of operator and the number algorithm appears effective even with small numbers of relevance judgements.
The addition of proximity operators further improves the average precision of routing profiles. INQUERY considers every pair of terms within a distance of n in a relevant document as a potential source of a proximity operator to add to a query. Experiments with values of n ranging from 3 to 50 showed that a range of values is superior to any single value. The resulting set of pairs, which can be quite large, is filtered to remove pairs that occur rarely in relevant documents. The resulting set of pairs are ranked by the formula
[R I is the number of relevant documents, ndf is the number of non-relevant documents in which the pair cooccur, and [NR[ is the number of non-relevant documents, In our TIPSTER experiments, 10 proximity operators with n = 5, and 20 proximity operators with n : 50, were added to the query. These operators were intended to capture phrase-level and paragraph-level cooccurrence.
The TIPSTER document collection differs from previously available document collections in that it contains many more documents and many more relevance judgements per query. One might expect having more relevance judgements to improve the reliability of the statistics obtained by analyzing relevant documents, but it is not clear that this is so. Unofficial experiments showed that INQUERY's performance improved steadily as the number of relevant documents used was increased to about 275-300 documents. After 300 relevant documents, performance began to degrade slowly. Further work is required to understand this behavior.
It can be argued that several hundred relevant documents are a better representation of a user's interest than the query that retrieved them along with irrelevant documents. We found that better results were obtained by discarding the user's original query and creating a completely new routing query using the relevance feedback methods described above. Figure 11 shows a query created by this method.
In addition to the number of relevance judgements, it is unusual to have relevance judgements from a diverse set of systems. In an operational setting, even over long term use, one is likely to only have relevance judgements resulting from use with a single system. We found that restricting INQUERY's attention to only those relevant documents that it retrieved reduced the number of relevance judgements to reach a given level of performance. Using relevant documents retrieved by many systems (e.g. the TREC systems) eventually yielded similar performance, but required analysis of many more relevant documents.
The routing experiments show that it is feasible to automatically construct relatively accurate profiles in an operational setting. Profiles can be created from a set of relevant documents, or from repeated interaction with a user. Either approach will yield relatively accurate routing profiles. The experiments also showed that, even when large numbers of relevant documents are available for analysis, a combination of automatic query formation and manual query construction by a user is superior to either approach alone. The INQUERY system consists of several major subsystems, as described in Section above. The apphcation programmer's interface (API) for document retrieval applies to all INQUERY document collections, whether local or remote (available on another machine on a network). An apphcation can be configured for a client/server environment with just a few compile-time and hnk-time decisions. Chents can run on any of the platforms mentioned above. The server processes are constrained currently to run on a UNIX workstation. The DecNet and TCP/IP networking protocols are both supported. Additional network protocols can be added easily.
Compile-time and link-time options are also available to enable a programmer to use only those modules necessary for a particular application. For example, if a client program will access only remote databases, the code for accessing local databases can be eliminated, resulting in a substantially smaller executable program.
The amount of memory and disk space required for document retrieval depends on the size of the document collection. For a collection of N bytes, INQUERY requires about 5N bytes of disk space to build its document database. Once the database is built, INQUERY requires about 1.5N bytes of disk space to store the document database. Memory requirements are more difficult to predict, because they depend upon the characteristics of the document collection, the complexity of the queries, and the hardware characteristics of the computer. For UNIX workstations, a very rough estimate is that IN-QUERY requires about ~ bytes of virtual memory. A reasonable amount of physical memory is ~0" Therefore a 2 gigabyte collection would need about 135 MB of virtual memory and about 32 MB of physical memory. For PCs running DOS, about ~ bytes of physical memory is needed.
Although INQUERY's appetite for memory and disk space is not unreasonable when compared with comparable information retrieval systems, it can be reduced. Experiments have been conducted with an in-memory approach to document indexing that eliminates the need for a separate sort of the indexing transactions. The advantages of this approach are its simphcity for the user, and a reduction of the peak disk space usage from about 5N bytes to 1.9N bytes. The disadvantage is that permanent disk usage is increased from 1.5N bytes to 1.9N bytes. Experiments are also being conducted with a new approach to document retrieval that will allow a user or system administrator to control the amount of memory consumed by INQUERY, essentially trading memory for response time.
INQUERY is implemented in the ANSI standard version of the C programming language. The flex and yacc programs are required to create the lexical scanners and parsers needed during document indexing and query processing. These scanners and parsers are provided with each release of INQUERY, so flex and yacc are not needed except to customize the system.
Speed & Throughput
The INQUERY system builds document collections automatically at about 40-50 megabytes per CPU hour on a SUN SPARCserver 690 UNIX system with 128 MB of physical memory. Speed varies with the size of the document collection, because transaction sorting takes time proportional to nlog ft.
On the same UNIX system, document retrieval takes an average of about 1 CPU second per query term on a 1 gigabyte document collection. The time varies widely, depending upon the frequency of the term in the collection and the type of query language operators used.
Key Innovations of Final System
The following are the key innovations developed during the course of the TIPSTER project:
1. An inference net retrieval model for large, heterogeneous databases. 
4.
Query processing techniques that transform complex queries into INQUERY structures.
Query expansion techniques using WORDFINDER.
New techniques for handling noun phrases in the retrieval model.
5.
Techniques for automatic construction of profiles for routing.
6. Techniques for combining document and paragraphlevel representations.
7. Techniques for combining queries.
A new stemming algorithm (KSTEM).
9. Techniques for integrating feature extraction and indexing.
10. New approaches to word indexing.
11. Indexing and query processing techniques for Japanese.
Original Project/System Goals
The original goal of this project as described in the University of Massachusetts proposal was to design and implement algorithms for document detection that would achieve significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness relative to conventional techniques. We defined significant improvements as at least 10% increases in average precision figures. In addition, these algorithms should be portable, extensible, trainable, improvable, and robust.
To achieve these goals, we decided to focus on algorithms for text representation, acquisition of information needs, and retrieval, starting from a basis of statistical retrieval techniques. In particular, we emphasized the development of new text representation techniques based on natural language processing, coupled with the development of a probabilistic retrieval model using Bayesian inference networks.
We proposed to do work in the following areas:
1. Text Representation.
(a) Theories of text representation quality.
(b) Morphological processing -improving the indexing technology for English and providing basic indexing for Japanese.
(c) Word senses -reducing ambiguity in text representation by identification of word senses in queries and documents.
(d) Syntactic phrases -indexing by phrases formed using syntactic criteria, augmented using cluster analysis.
(e) Statistical phrases -indexing by groups of index terms formed using statistical criteria, both in English and Japanese.
2. Retrieval Models.
(a) Theories of retrieval viewed as inference.
(b) Basic inference networks -implementing and evaluating retrieval and routing strategies in English and Japanese.
(c) Combining multiple sources of evidence -using inference networks to combine representations produced by the text representation research.
3. Acquisition of Information Needs.
(a) Query formulation -acquiring additional information to improve the accuracy of queries in English and Japanese.
(b) Relevance feedback -develol~ing feedback algorithms for inference networks, for both English and Japanese. (c) Profile formation -investigating strategies for effective long-term profile formation using relevance feedback.
Evolution of System Over 2 Years
Over the two years of the project, the project goals and the main areas of work (text representation, retrieval models, and acquisition of information needs) have not changed. The focus of some of the work in those areas has shifted somewhat.
In the text representation area, considerable work has been done on morphological processing for both English and Japanese. In English, this work has been directed at improving the basic indexing and stemming algorithms. In Japanese, character-based indexing has emerged as an alternative to word-based indexing. There has also been substantial work done on phrases. The shift here has been from parsing documents to locate phrases at index time, to parsing queries to determine which phrases are important and then looking for evidence of the presence of those phrases in documents. Two major changes have been the lowering in priority of word sense disambiguation algorithms, and a different approach to clustering. Our initial experiments with word sense disambiguation were not promising and for that reason we have delayed the implementation of the algorithm until the end of the project. With regard to clustering, we are now grouping nouns and noun phrases by the similarity of their contexts in the test collections. The system for concept retrieval and comparison that results from this approach is WORDFINDER.
The retrieval model area has been essentially carried out as planned. Experiments evaluating retrieval and routing have been done on schedule, and the idea of combining multiple sources of evidence has turned out to be central both in our work, and in other aspects of the TIPSTER project. One aspect of this that we haye paid particular attention to is paragraph-based retrieval.
In the area of information need acquisition, we have carried out extensive experiments with relevance feedback and routing as planned. In query formulation, we have placed the most emphasis on experiments with simple manual modifications to automatically processed queries and query expansion.
Accomplishments
The TIPSTER evaluations have demonstrated that the INQUERY approach to retrieval and routing is both effective and efficient. We have shown that the probabilistic framework is portable, trainable and improvable. The extensibility and robustness of this approach are further demonstrated in technology transfer efforts involving INQUERY. Apart from these general accomplishments, however, we can be more specific about the lessons that have been learned in the major areas of work.
Indexing:
• Stopwords are sometimes necessary (e.g. Ms. The, sit-in) . In order to reduce the number of queries that fail due to incomplete indexing, we have extended the basic indexing algorithms to include indexing of stopwords when they are capitalized but not at the start of sentences, and when they are joined to other words.
• It is sometimes difficult to decide what is a word (e.g. numbers, special characters). We have carried out a number of experiments to determine the most flexible and efficient way of indexing word tokens.
• "Real" paragraph boundaries often do not indicate content shift in documents. Our experiments with paragraph-based retrieval indicate that real paragraphs are no more effective than text windows, although there are collection-specific exceptions, such as detecting Wall Street Journal articles that cover multiple short topics.
• Feature recognition can add significant overhead. We have done the first experiments on the impact of including simple extraction (e.g. company names, dates, locations) in the indexing process. We have attempted to reduce the indexing overhead to a minimum in order to support high-volume updates (e.g. routing).
• "Justified" stemming is hard (effective stems vs. understandable stems). We have developed a new stemming algorithm that produces much more understandable stems than the current standard (Porter). The effectiveness of the new algorithm varies across collections and we are continuing to work towards consistent improvements.
Query processing:
• Sophisticated query processing produces significant improvements. We have developed a variety of query processing techniques that together have improved the overall system effectiveness considerably.
• Large queries resulted in less emphasis on word disambiguation. The TIPSTER topics are much longer than typical IR queries and the mutual disambiguation produced by the presence of so many terms has made word sense disambiguation a marginal technique. We continue to study this technique with other collections.
• Large queries also makes query expansion difficult. Simple query expansion techniques, such as using a general thesaurus, are not effective in this environment.
• Automatic query expansion still looks promising. Query expansion based on the WORDFINDER system has produced the most significant results of their type to date.
• Extracting query terms/phrases from the narrative is hard. The abstract nature of the narrative section of the TIPSTER topics makes automatic processing difficult. This is a promising area for future research.
• Feature extraction/recognition is most effective in narrow domains. Our experiments with including extraction in the indexing and retrieval process showed only small effectiveness improvements in TIPSTER. Our experience with other collections have shown more promise.
• Manual queries can improve results, but usually only in combination with automatically processed queries. In general, we have shown that automatically processed queries are competitive with handcrafted queries.
Retrieval:
• Improvements depend heavily on baseline. In general, it is easy to get large percentage improvements if a baseline search with poor performance is used. The improvements obtained using INQUERY are often small, but the overall effectiveness is consistently better than other approaches.
• Phrases were not as effective as on other collections. Despite considerable efforts on developing the phrase model, the overall improvements obtained using phrases are small (but consistent). We are continuing to work on this issue.
• Estimation was a significant problem for large, heterogeneous databases. The estimation functions used for previous, smaller test collections proved to be inadequate for TIPSTER. We have developed new forms of these functions which have resulted in significant improvements.
• Paragraph-level retrieval can help in combination with document-level retrieval. In full-text collections, the notion of a local match and a global match is important. We have shown that paragraphlevel matching can produce significant improvements in effectiveness in two situations. One is when paragraph-level connections between query concepts are specified manually, the other is when automatic paragraph-level matching is combined (in the IN-QUERY framework) with document-level matching.
Routing:
• Automatic construction of routing profiles has consistcntly outperformed manually specified profiles in our experiments. Combining these forms of profile results in further improvements.
• Proximity pairs are important in the automatic profile. We compared simple word-based learning with learning structure in the form of phrase and paragraph-level proximities and found that the structured profiles perform better.
• Routing is different than relevance feedback. Techniques that were superior in relevance feedback experiments (small amounts of training data), have not been the best in routing experiments (large amounts of training data).
• Amount of training data has significant, but limited effect on performance. We have shown that good performance can be obtained with limited amounts of training data or relevance judgements. This has important implications for practical applications.
Japanese:
• INQUERY works well with Japanese with minor changes. The only differences between the Japanese and English versions of INQUERY are the modules for the morphological processing and the interface. The operators in the query language are identical, although there is some evidence that a Japanesespecific phrase operator may be more effective.
Character-based indexing can be competitive with word-based indexing. Indexing all characters is much faster than segmenting Japanese into words, and our retrieval experiments have shown the effectiveness levels to be similar. The best performance was obtained using combinations of both representations.
Query processing is at least as important in Japanese as in English. Parsing a Japanese query and constructing the appropriate INQUERY query from that parse is a crucial part of getting effective performance, particularly with character-based indexing. Experiments with different approaches to query processing are continuing as more topics are obtained.
Evaluation Summary
In this section we discuss the results obtained in the 24 month evaluation of the TIPSTER project. Table 1 shows the results of the ad-hoc runs. INQ009 is the baseline result obtained using automatic query processing on the TIPSTER topics, excluding the Narrative field. INQ010 and INQ041 are the results obtained by manually modifying the queries produced for INQ009. In the case of INQ010, the queries were modified by adding natural language structures from the narrative that were judged to be important, and by deleting terms judged to be not relevant. For INQ041, the query modifier was allowed to add any structure that was thought to be appropriate. Examples of this type of structure are paragraph-level proximity constraints between query terms. The results show that manual modification has little effect on performance, with the main effect being an increase in precision at low recall levels for INQ041. In previous evaluations, manual modifications resulted in significant improvements. The result reported here may be due to the difficulty of the topics in the third set. The results for INQ010 also indicate that using NLP techniques to analyze the Narrative section of a topic may not improve the query. The results labelled INQ015 and INQ01fi were for an early version of the WORDFINDER query expansion system. Although these results show no significant differences, other WORDFINDER results are presente d later.
Given that automatically processed queries had similar performance to manually produced queries, the next experiment combined these two version of the information need using the INQUERY framework. The result of this combination (INQ044) was significantly better than either of the individual sets of queries, and retained the high precision of the manual queries with the high recall of the automatic queries. Another set of experiments that were done with the adhoc queries was to combine the results of documentlevel representations with paragraph-level representations. This was done using the #WSUM operator in IN-QUERY. A significant improvement in performance was obtained when the paragraph-level results were weighted at 1/2 the importance of the document-level results. The performance of the paragraph-level search on its own was poor, and we are currently working on improving this. Table 4 shows the results of the routing experiments. INQ026 is the result of using the automatically processed version of the original queries with no relevance feedback. INQ020 is the result of using simple techniques for reweighting terms and adding new terms (thirty were added) based on feedback from relevant documents in the earlier databases. It can be seen that these feedback techniques result in significant improvements. INQ022 shows the result of using the manually modified version of the query (no relevance feedback), and INQ021 gives the combination of the manual queries and the queries produced using simple relevance feedback. Once again the combination results in an improvement, although this is small for this experiment due to the relatively poor performance of the manual queries. INQ023 and INQ024 show the result of using more complex relevance feedback techniques in which proximity structures (paragraph and phrase level) were extracted from relevant documents as well as simple terms. Twenty paragraph-level proximities, ten phrase-level proximities and thirty terms were added. Both of these produced significant improvements. The best result (INQ024) was from a run where the original query was ignored and all terms came from relevant documents. Tables 5 and 6 show additional results using WORDFINDER. TipC and TipT were the results of using topics 51-100 expanded using the best 5 concepts from WORDFINDER. These queries were run against the first TIPSTER disk. For TipC, the query used to search WORDFINDER was the concepts from each topic, whereas for TipT, it was the Description field. The results show substantial improvements, and is one of the best results ever obtained for automatic query expansion. The results also show that even the relatively short Description field retrieved good concepts for expansion. These results were all obtained using a training set of 250,000 documents from WSJ, AP and Ziff to build the WORDFINDER database. The results in T3T, T3C and T5C were obtained using a smaller 50,000 document collection as the basis for WORDFINDER. The results, although not as good as with the larger database, are still significant. It appears that a smaller text window gives better performance. Table 7 gives an indication of the progress of the IN-QUERY system over the 2 year time frame of the TIP-STER project. The baseline in this case has had all sys- tem refinements from this period removed. In general, these improvements are consistently better than 10%, but in the case where WORDFINDER is included, there is nearly a 30% improvement. Table 8 shows that even small changes can still produce improvements. We have in general resisted tuning IN-QUERY to the TIPSTER collection. We have, however, had to change the probability estimation formulae considerably to produce good results for a large, heterogeneous database. The improvement in Table 8 is the result of running experiments on the earlier parts of TIPSTER, and more improvements of this kind can be expected. Tables 9 and 10 give the results of experiments on a small Japanese database using 27 of our own queries and relevance judgements. The results compare word-based and character-based indexing with different forms of query processing. The results show that word-based indexing performs well at low recall levels, but that averaged over all recall levels, it is significantly lower. The best performance has been obtained using a combination of both representations (this result is not shown here).
An overall summary of what has been learned over the two years of the TIPSTER project is given in the Accomplishments section. Here, we will very briefly summarize the major results:
• INQUERY has been shown to be an effective, flexible and efficient retrieval and routing engine.
• TIPSTER topics are very different to typical IR queries, and new query processing techniques produced good results.
• IR techniques, which are primarily based on words and statistics, produced very good results when scaled up for the TIPSTER database and topics.
• For ad-hoc queries, automatic processing produces very good results. Manual modification can result in significant benefits, but topics 101-150 were different in that respect.
• Paragraph-based retrieval can help performance, but only when used in combination with documentbased results.
• Automatic query expansion techniques produced encouraging results, but more work is needed to refine the techniques and understand the size of training set needed.
• Automatic relevance feedback produces very good results for routing when there are large numbers of relevance judgements available. Manual queries are not competitive, but can help in combination.
• Combining document representations and queries, for which INQUERY was designed, can result in very significant performance improvements. This was also shown to be true for Japanese. 
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